Global FrontEnd Project Director (f/m/div)*

At a glance

Job description

Location:

Dresden (Germany)

Job ID:

333672

In this position you are responsible for planning, driving & controlling all major projects
at our Frontend Maintenance & Equipment Engineering (FE MEE). Your focus will be on
major projects, e.g. "GIRAT" and "oneMNT". The challenge will be to achieve a
standardization of MNT (business) processes. The Project Director (w/m/div) - FrontEnd
Maintenance & Equipment Engineering is also part of the FE MEE cluster core team (key
player for maintenance & equipment strategy and method definition) and drives a best
known method implementation for one FrontEnd Maintenance strategy. In this function
you will functionally report to the head of FE MEE.

Start date:

immediately

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

In your new role you will:
Lead and coordinate highly complex, intercultural and cross-Fab projects to
improve equipment stability within Infineon’s Frontend Fabs
Manage the U ptime and M-ratio improvement , as well as the ( business)
process standardization
Coordinate defined MEE BPI (Best Practice Implementation) improvement
projects and activities
Be responsible for the project target deviation MGMT at all FrontEnd sites
Ensure the information and method sharing within the MEE core team
Apply strong problem and conflict solving skills in a productive manner and
interdisciplinary team setup
Contribute to organizational learning and continuous improvements in our
processes
Communicate openly and proactively, including early stage escalation

Profile
You are a true team player, active driver and eager to get things done. This is why you
remain focused on solutions, open and flexible even in demanding situations. With your
expertise and skills you make sure that professionally correct decisions are taken.
You have the following mandatory experience and skills:
At least 10 years of relevant working experience in semiconductor industry and
thereof 5 years in leading projects
Experience as formal mentor or tutor
In-depth project management knowledge in terms of appropriate project
initiation, planning, reporting and documentation and ideally certified project
manager (IPMA B/C)
You are best equipped for this task if you further have:

Job ID:

333672

www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact
Nadja Zichner
Talent Attraction Manager

You are best equipped for this task if you further have:
A degree in Electrical Engineering, Physics, Industrial Engineering or similar
Excellent analytical skills
The ability to structure complex tasks and problems and to apply structured
problem solving methodologies
The ability to select, scale and combine the appropriate project methodologies
Deep experience to align project members across sites and functions by using
your outstanding team and people skills
A proven capability to discuss and communicate project results to top
management and functional experts
The capability to motivate your team and achieve excellence together
Willingness to travel globally on a regular basis
Excellent English language skills, German is desired

